A New Environmental Education Resource &
Community-Building Tool is Here!
Cameron, L. 2013. Circlebee: A book about Circle &
bees. Canada: Bumblebee Circle Publishing.
"This book is for bumbling builders learning how
to bee in a time of ecological crisis &
uncertainty. It is a book about Circle and a
tribute to bees. If you are interested in Circle
practice or beekeeping, or work in the field of
community-building, the environment, or
education - this book is for you!"

Circle + bee = Circlebee

Circlebee is a way of seeing the Circle process and all that it entails through
the world of bees. Author, Laura Cameron - - an environmental educator, Circle
facilitator, community-builder, beekeeper, and foodscape gardener living in British
Columbia - draws from her knowledge and experience of bees & beekeeping to
describe what is meant by the Circle process, and what makes it an exceptional
community-building and Environmental Education tool!
This unique hands on resource makes clear the building blocks of Circle (process,
skills & values), and lists essential Circlekeeping skills so that we can all keep
Circles of our own in everyday living - and teach it to others. Circlebee is a useful
instrument for anyone looking to enhance communication skills, collaboration and
well-being within a group setting - be it at work, in the classroom, at community
functions, governance meetings and so forth.
"Coming to know honeybees more intimately as an amateur beekeeper
has had a profound impact on the way I now understand Circle. I have
found that beekeeping and Circlekeeping educe a way of being and being
together that embodies courage, heart, gentleness, mindfulness,
generosity, and gratitude. Coming to know Circle in this bee-autiful way
has filled me with the greatest hope that YES! it is possible to heal the
relationships we humans have with the earth and all its beings through
this transformative process."

VISIT www.thebumblebeecircle.com
TO LEARN MORE!

